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INTRODUCTION

This booklet is intended to give a
general introduction for processing
engineers that intend to apply micro-
waves in their installation. It ad-
dresses in particular those users of
microwave systems that want to treat
unconventional goods and for that
reason do not want to buy standard
turn key units from one single sup-
plier.
In a compressed way the reader shall
find basic knowledge about  micro-
wave installations which otherwise is
tedious to be found in textbooks. It is
not the intention of the authors to
make a consulting microwave engi-
neer obsolete but we would like to
give an impression:

• which decision a processing en-
gineer will have to make when
thinking of using microwaves

• which choices are strongly re-
stricting further options

• which are vulnerable points of his
system

• where can he save costs and
maintenance expenses

Reading this booklet should enable
a processing engineer to save effort,
time and money by becoming aware
of problems, risks and traps and to
know when he should ask a consult-
ant before he binds himself by a
wrong decision.

FREQUENCY

The authors limit themselves to the
most commonly used industrial sci-
entific, and medical (ISM) frequency
of 2.45 GHz, despite the authors
have designed and built components
at 915 MHz that in some countries
also is an ISM frequency and also
worked at much higher frequencies
in the range of the ISM frequency of
24 GHz and higher. To work in this
high frequency range several modi-
fications of the installation have to be
made which will not be discussed
here.

MICROWAVE GENERATOR

TUBE

All types of microwave generators
have more or less the same configu-
ration. They consist of an electron
emitting cathode that provides an
electron beam, a vacuum section
where the interaction between the
electron beam and the electromag-
netic field takes place, a collector
where the spent electron beam is
dumped and a window where the
generated microwaves leave the
tube for the users purpose.

To interact with the electromagnetic
field in the said interaction region the
electrons have to satisfy conditions
like surfers on waves in the sea. This
means they have to propagate with
the same speed as the wavefront
does. Since surfers want to be ac-
celerated by the wave they have to
keep in front of the crest of the wave.
In a microwave tube the electrons
behave inversely. They do not obtain
but transfer energy to the wave by
propagating behind the crest. Thus
the task of a the tube engineer is to
take care that the speed of the wave
front is as fast as the electron beam
and that the electrons propagate a
bunch behind the crest of the wave
and remain in synchronism at this
relative position as they propagate
through the interaction space. De-
pendent on the principles used to
achieve this task and dependent on
the speed and direction of the wave
fronts the tubes are called klystrons,
travelling wave tubes (TWT), back-
ward wave oscillator (BWO), mag-
netrons or gyrotrons.

Even though the authors have de-
signed and manufactured compli-
cated components of tubes we will
not discuss these different principles
here but will give advice how to
choose and reasonably apply them
for the desired purpose.

• Who has ever watched surfers
can understand how difficult the
tube engineer’s design work is to
have the electrons bunched at the
right position and in synchronism
with the wave. It becomes clear
that any perturbation of the wave
field in the tube will not only sig-
nificantly drop the tubes perfor-
mance but also jeopardize the
tube itself. A reflection of the mi-
crowave power from the load or
transmission line components of
about 1 % may already cause the
end of the lifetime of the tube.

• To have an electron beam accel-
erated to velocities comparable to
the wave front velocity DC accel-
erating voltages as high as a few
kW have to be provided by means
of special power supplies. The re-
quirements given by the tube de-
signer are severe and the power
supplies are often more than
twice as expensive as the tube
itself.

•  There are tubes where the elec-
tron beam is guided by means of
a time constant magnetic field.
Dependent on its generation by
means of permanent magnets or
electromagnets they may need
an additional power supply, how-
ever with considerably reduced
requirements.

•  If the oscillation frequency is only
determined by the tube’s param-
eters it is called oscillator. If the
tube needs an input signal it is
called amplifier. Gyrotrons and
magnetrons are oscillators
whereas klystrons and TWTs are
amplifiers. For radar, communica-
tion and accelerator applications
amplifiers are applied. They are
also of advantage if  - for the pro-
cess - the frequency has to be
swept over a certain range, how-
ever for industrial microwave pro-
cessing purposes oscillators are
preferred which saves the cost of
the generator for the input signal.
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•  Almost all tubes applied for pro-
cessing purposes are magne-
trons. A cross section can be
seen in the figure below. They are
usually not ordered directly from
a tube manufacturer but from the
manufacturer of the power sup-
ply who knows the requirements
of the tube. Typically they very
roughly cost about 2 - 3  DM/W.

A much cheaper method some pro-
cessors do is to buy a stack of
kitchen microwave ovens take out
the magnetron and its power supply
and trash the rest of it. For some
purposes this is quite a reasonable
approach, however the drawbacks at
least have to be known. They will be
discussed below.

POWER SUPPLY

The microwave generators have to
be supplied by means of power sup-
plies that transform the 230 V 50 Hz
net voltage to the required DC high
voltage of a few kW. They can be
separated in switch mode power
supplies (S.M.P) and conventional
supplies based on 50 Hz technology.
The conventional supplies are con-
siderably cheaper however their
drawbacks make it advisable to ap-
ply SMPs. SMPs have much lower
weight, less stored energy and guar-
antee a much higher lifetime of the
tube than the conventional supplies.
They are now available in power
ranges up to  several  tenth of kW.
Most power supplies obtain an analo-
gous low voltage signal from a con-
trol unit.
The lifetime of the magnetron partly
depends on the features of the power
supply especially if the magnetron
output power has to be varied. The
supplier of the tube specifies oper-
ating curves for controlling the out-
put power. If these curves can not
be followed by the supply the mag-
netron may jump into unfavorable
modes leading to a damage of the
tube. Before buying an expensive
system a consultant should be con-
tacted. It also is advisable to buy the
power supply and the tube from the
same supplier. This allows the manu-
facturer of the power supply to take
into consideration the impedance
characteristic of the tube.

LAUNCHER

Between the coaxial output coupler
of a tube and the rectangular stan-
dard waveguide there must be a tran-
sition section called a launcher. It is
optimized by the tube manufacturer
and usually bought together with the
tube. Transversel forces on the
launcher often restrict the arrange-
ment of the tube. Before the techni-
cal construction is made a consult-
ant should be asked.

Output lead

Coupling LoopCathode

Cross Section of a Magnetron

TRANSMISSION LINES

BASIC THEORY

Electromagnetic energy propagates
in rectangular waveguides in the
form of transverse electric TE

mn
 or

transverse magnetic TM
mn

 modes. In
our case only TE

mn
 modes are con-

sidered, since the launchers are op-
timized for these modes. The inte-
ger numbers m and n indicate the
number of the maxima the mode has
in the two transverse directions per-
pendicular to the waveguide axis. To
specify a TE

mn
 mode all combinations

of the integers m and n are allowed
except m=n=0.

Waveguide modes can be decom-
posed into plane waves that propa-
gate at the Brillouin angle relative to
the axis. This angle is calculated by
means of the wave propagation vec-
tors. For the waveguide axis parallel
to the z-direction we obtain for the
two transverse wavenumbers:

k
x
 = m π / a  ;  k

y
 = n π / b

where a and b are the width and
height of the waveguide. For the axial
wavenumber we have:

k
z
= ( k 2 - k

x
2 - k

y
2)0.5    (1)

where
k = 2 π / λ

is called wavenumber. The axial de-
pendence of a field component of a
mode can be expressed as:

f(z) = exp(i k
z
 z)

where i is the imaginary unit. For
each of these modes there is a fre-
quency and hence a wavenumber
where in eq.(1)  the argument of the
square root becomes negative and
hence k

z
 becomes imaginary.  The

corresponding frequency is called
cutoff frequency. Below this fre-
quency no propagation of this re-
spective mode is possible. As the
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indices of the modes rise their cutoff
frequency rises as well. Hence the
lowest order modes TE

10
 or TE

01

have the lowest cutoff  frequency.

Modes with one index equal to zero
have no maximum and hence no
variation of amplitude in one direc-
tion transverse to the axis. For these
modes the cutoff frequency only is
determined by the size of that side
where the maxima and minima oc-
cur. Hence for a waveguide of rect-
angular but not squared cross sec-
tion the TE

10
 and TE

01
 mode have

different cutoff frequencies which has
the consequence that for a
waveguide of rectangular cross-sec-
tion there is a frequency band where
only one mode is above cutoff. For
this frequency band the waveguide
of rectangular cross section is called
a monomode waveguide. Dependent
which side transverse to the axis is
larger the fundamental mode is
called TE

10
 or TE

01
 mode. For the

square cross section these modes
have identical cutoff frequencies and
for that reason they are called to be
degenerate.

The electric field lines of the TE
10

 can
be seen in the following figure. In the
horizontal direction there is one maxi-
mum and in the vertical direction
there  is a uniform field distribution.

From these considerations it can be
understood that at a given frequency
a minimum size of one side of the
rectangular waveguide is required to
have the lowest order mode above
cutoff. This minimum size is half the
wavelength of the electromagnetic
power. For a frequency of 2.45 GHz

this minimum size is 61.2 mm. By
means of the axial wavenumber  a
waveguide wavelength can be cal-
culated to be:

λ
H
 = 2 * π / k

z   
(2)

As modes propagate along the
waveguide their phase varies ac-
cording to their waveguide wave-
length which is different from the so
called free space wavelength λ  de-
termined by the ratio of the velocity
of light to the frequency. As can be
seen from the equations (1) and (2)
at the cutoff frequency the
waveguide wavelength is infinitely
long and shrinks in length with in-
creasing frequency and at frequen-
cies high above cutoff it asymptoti-
cally drops to the free space wave-
length.

The R-26 waveguide is the standard
monomode waveguide for transpor-
tation of microwave power at the ISM
frequency of 2.45 GHz. It has a cross
section of 86.36 mm x 43.18 mm
where only the fundamental TE10

mode can propagate. The guide
wavelength is about 170 mm. This
is true for air or vacuum filled
waveguides. If the waveguide is filled
by a dielectric with the dielectric con-
stant ε the cutoff frequency rises and
the waveguide wavelength shrinks
with the square root of ε.

DESCRIPTION OF WAVEGUIDE

COMPONENTS

For most of the components the pro-
cess engineer does not need to have
detailed knowledge about their de-
sign and inner field distribution, how-
ever needs to know the behavior at
their intersection to the outer world,
called ports. In particular he needs
to know the response at all the ports
when a mode of given amplitude is
incident into one port. This is
achieved by means of a scattering
matrix formalism. For a given mode
each matrix element S

mn
 describes

the wave amplitude that appears at
port n when the respective mode with
unit amplitude is incident into port m.

For example a waveguide mono-
mode section has for its two ports
the scattering matrix ( absolute
value) :

which means that for the respective
mode incident at port 1 there will be
a wave of the same amplitude at port
2 (|S

12
| =1) and no reflected wave at

port 1 (|S
11

| =0). The same is true for
a mode launched from the other port.
The overall scattering matrix of
groups of elements can be calculated
by means of cascading the individual
scattering matrices. Microwave en-
gineers that act as consultants for mi-
crowave processing companies
have these programs available.

ISOLATOR

The isolator serves as a protection
of the magnetron against microwave
power reflection from the load or
transmission line components. It has
three ports where by means of fer-
rites the power incident into one port
is directed into the second port and
the power incident into the second
port is directed into the third port. Port
1 of the isolator is connected to the
magnetron, port 2 is connected to the
transmission line and port 3 is con-
nected to a matched load. The power
launched from the magnetron is di-
rected to the transmission line, how-
ever the power reflected from the line
is directed to the matched load. At
the matched load it is advisable to
have a detector that gives a signal
proportional to the power reflected
from the transmission line into the
load. The scattering matrix ( abso-
lute values ) of an ideal isolator is:

|S| =
|S

11
| |S

12
|

|S
21

| |S
22

|
= 0  1

1  0

S =
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
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Knowing the scattering matrix of the
tuner for each position of the tuning
stubs and measuring the reflection
coefficient from the applicator allows
calculation the optimum position of
the stubs. Controlled motor driven
tuners are available and - especially
compared to installations with mod-
erate power - quite expensive. For
that reason in most cases we rec-
ommend first studying the oven be-
havior by tuning the stubs and watch-
ing the reflected signal at the isola-
tor load. This makes the decision
easier whether the investment of a
measurement system and a motor
driven tuner pays off.

Compared to most other compo-
nents mechanically driven tuners are
fairly cheap and the price does not
strongly depend on the supplier.
It should be emphasized that a tuner
only reduces the reflection of the
power back into the transmission
line. However, it will not necessarily
improve the behavior of the applica-
tor. On the contrary for a poorly de-
signed applicator trapped reso-
nances may be caused that jeopar-
dize the applicator installation. If ab-
sorption of the power is low a con-
sultant should be asked instead of
endangering the system. Trapped
resonances can be detected by
means of a directional coupler.

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

A directional coupler serves to mea-
sure the forward and backward
propagating power. Dependent on
the frequency it consists of

 • two parallel waveguides with are
coupled by an array of holes
where a fraction of the power
propagating in the waveguide is
coupled into the second
waveguide serving as diagnostic
guide

• coupling holes with antennas
along one waveguide wavelength

For the standard R-26 waveguides
they can be bought by several sup-
pliers. For larger sizes they have to
be built by specialized companies
like us, the RM company.

BEND

Often the geometrical restrictions
make it necessary to use bends.
They have to be designed such that
the reflection back into the
waveguide is low. For the standard
R-26 waveguide these bends are
commercially available from several
producers.

One distinguishes between H- and
E- plane bends. For H-bends the
waveguide is turned around the line
B-B’, see figure in “Basic Theory”.
For E - bends they are turned around
the line A-A’.

TWIST

Waveguide twists are used if be-
cause of geometrical restrictions it is
necessary to turn the waveguide 90
degrees around its axis. At the RM
company these twists are available
for sizes where they can not be ob-
tained by commercial suppliers.

Obviously an ideal matched load has
one port only and the single element
scattering matrix is

S = S
11

 = 0

The ideal isolator together with the
ideal matched load ( port 3 closed
by the load)  has for the remaining
two ports the overall scattering ma-
trix:

If the isolator is bought from a differ-
ent supplier than the microwave
sources it is recommended to com-
pare the scattering matrix of the iso-
lator to the requirement given by the
tube.
Due to the need of  ferrites and the
required reliability isolators are ex-
pensive. They often cost as much as
the tube itself. Most suppliers of
power supplies and tubes also offer
isolators that often they buy from
elsewhere and resale with some
profit. It is advised to ask a consult-
ant whether cheaper options can be
found elsewhere.

TUNER

The tuner  serves as a matching el-
ement between the applicator and
the generator unit. By driving the tun-
ing stubs into the waveguide artifi-
cial obstacles leading to partial power
reflection are obtained. The ampli-
tude of the reflected signal depends
on the depth the tuning stubs are
moved into the waveguide. The
phase of the reflected signal de-
pends on the location of the moved
stub. Usually these tuners are deliv-
ered with three tuning stubs located
along one wavelength.
When moving the stubs into the
waveguide the operator changes the
scattering matrix of this individual unit
such that the overall scattering ma-
trix - cascaded of the applicator and
the tuner - reduces to one element
such that S = S

11
 = 0.

S = 0  1
0  0 3-StubTuner for R-26 Waveguides
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WINDOW

For  some processes a special at-
mosphere and hence microwave
permissible windows are required.
Dependent on the required window
material by means of a scattering
matrix formalism the optimum thick-
ness of the window can be calculated
by a consultant. In most cases he
optimizes the window for one mode
and one frequency.

Windows for a larger frequency band
can be designed as well however the
mode always has to be well defined.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS

The structure of a complete system
can be seen in  the figure on the right.
All components have been described
in the upper text.

 As mentioned above there are us-
ers that use generators taken form
kitchen microwave ovens. They have
the problem that they do not have a
launcher that efficiently excites the
TE

10
 mode in a R-26 standard

waveguide.

This means they can not use the
transmission line elements described
above, especially no isolator. These
microwave units often are flanged
directly to the applicator. This saves
a lot of money however the question
is:

How often do the magnetrons have
to be replaced due to failure?

There is an immediate but often not
very helpful answer:

No isolator is necessary if in time av-
erage the reflection from the load is
lower than specified by the tube sup-
plier, i.e. if the scattering matrix ele-
ment S

11
 of the load is below the al-

lowed threshold.

The difficulty is to find out whether
this is the case. An answer to this
question never is obvious and can
either be found in experiment or de-
tailed calculations. It is highly recom-
mended to ask a consultant before
starting with an own detailed investi-
gation.
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